Inverse-geometry volumetric CT system with multiple detector arrays for wide field-of-view imaging.
Current volumetric computed tomography (CT) methods require seconds to acquire a thick volume (>8 cm) with high resolution. Inverse-geometry CT (IGCT) is a new system geometry under investigation that is anticipated to be able to image a thick volume in a single gantry rotation with isotropic resolution and no cone-beam artifacts. IGCT employs a large array of source spots opposite a smaller detector array. The in-plane field of view (FOV) is primarily determined by the size of the source array, in much the same way that the FOV is determined by the size of the detector array in a conventional CT system. Thus, the size of the source array can be a limitation on the achievable FOV. We propose adding additional detector arrays, spaced apart laterally, to increase the in-plane FOV while still using a modestly sized source array. We determine optimal detector placement to maximize the FOV while obtaining relatively uniform sampling. We also demonstrate low wasted radiation of the proposed system through design and simulation of a pre-patient collimator. Reconstructions from simulated projection data show no artifacts when combining the data from the detector arrays. Finally, to demonstrate feasibility of the concept, an anthropomorphic thorax phantom containing a porcine heart was scanned on a prototype table-top system. The reconstructed axial images demonstrate a 45 cm in-plane FOV using a 23 cm source array.